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Disasters come in many forms but generally fall into three main event categories:
operational failure (including power failures, IT hardware failures), natural disasters (like ﬂoods or
ﬁres), and human-caused events (including malicious activities). These disasters can cripple an
organization, regardless of the organization’s size–which means that small to midsize businesses are
just as much at risk as large multi-national corporations.The Azure Backup service will keep your
organization’s data safe and recoverable, and Site Recovery replicates, fails over and recovers
workloads so that they can remain available to your organization when a failure occurs.
Test Your Disaster Recovery Options

Orchestrated Disaster Recovery

Azure Site Recovery offers your organization the
opportunity to test your disaster recovery plans
whenever you want, and running these disaster
recovery drills will not have an impact on your
primary systems. Ofﬁce 365 100% backed by
Microsoft–Peace of Mind.

Azure Site Recovery can automate the
recovery of services when a site outage
happens at the primary datacenter. Your
organization can bring over applications in
an orchestrated way to help restore
yourservices quickly, even if you have
complex multi-tier workloads.

Data Is Always Being Backed Up
Through Continuous Replication
Azure Site Recovery will provide your organization
with replication frequency as low as 30 seconds for
Hyper-V, and continuous replication for VMware.
That means that your data is being backed up
every 30 seconds or less.

Why Convergia
Professional Services
Comprehensive, and robust solution
that can be customized to meet your
unique needs.
Replication and disaster recovery
to Microsoft Azure.
With continuous site replication in
place, Convergia can take in charge
monitoring and remediation, acting as
as your IT dept.
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